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Abstract. We present fast and highly scalable parallel computations

for a number of important and fundamental matrix problems on linear
arrays with recon gurable pipelined optical bus systems. These problems
include computing the N th power, the inverse, the characteristic polynomial, the determinant, the rank, and an LU- and a QR-factorization of a
matrix, and solving linear systems of equations. These computations are
based on ecient implementation of the fastest sequential matrix multiplication algorithm, and are highly scalable over a wide range of system
size. Such fast and scalable parallel matrix computations were not seen
before on distributed memory parallel computing systems.

1 Introduction

Parallel matrix computations using optical buses have recently been addressed in
[9], where a number of matrix manipulation problems are considered, including
computations of the N th power, the inverse, the characteristic polynomial, the
determinant, the rank, and an LU- and a QR-factorization of an N  N matrix,
and solving linear systems of equations. It is shown in [9] that compared with
the best known results on distributed memory systems, the parallel complexities
of these problems can be reduced by a factor of O(log N ) on linear arrays with
recon gurable pipelined bus systems (LARPBS).
While speed is an important motivation of parallel computing, there is another issue in realistic parallel computing, namely, scalability, which measures
the ability to maintain speedup linearly proportional to the number of processors
[5]. In this paper, we present fast and highly scalable parallel computations for
the above problems. These computations are based on ecient implementation
of the fastest O(N ) sequential matrix multiplication algorithm [2, 11], and are
highly scalable (i.e., constant eciency, cost-optimality, and linear speedup can
be achieved) over a wide range of system size p. Such fast and scalable parallel matrix computations were not seen before on distributed memory parallel
computing systems.

2 Scalable Parallelization

The time complexity of a parallel computation can be represented as O(T (N )=p+
Tcomm(N; p)), where N is the problem size, p is the number of processors available, T (N ) is the time complexity of the sequential algorithm being parallelized,
?
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and Tcomm(N; p)) is the overall communication overhead of a parallel implementation. We say that a parallel implementation is scalable in the range [1::p ] if
linear
speedup and cost-optimality can be achieved for all 1  p  p . Clearly,
p should be as large as possible, since this implies that the parallel implementation has the ability to be scaled over a large range of system size p. A parallel
implementation is highly scalable if p is as large as (T (N )=(T  (N )(log N )k ))
for some constant k  0, where T (N ) is the best possible parallel time. It is
clear that not every sequential algorithm can be parallelized (by using sucient
processors) so that constant parallel execution time is achieved. If T (N ) is the
best possible parallel time, the largest possible value for p is (T (N )=T (N )).
High scalability means that p is very close to the largest possible except for a
polylog factor of N . A highly scalable parallel implementation is fully scalable if
k = 0, which means that the sequential algorithm can be fully parallelized, and
communication overhead Tcomm(N; p) in parallelization is negligible.

3 Optical Buses
An LARPBS is a distributed memory system which consists of p processors P1 ,
P2 , ..., Pp linearly connected by a recon gurable pipelined optical bus system.
Each processor can perform ordinary arithmetic and logic computations, and
interprocessor communication. All computations and communications are synchronized by bus cycles, so that an LARPBS is similar to an SIMD machine. In
addition to the tremendous communication capabilities supported by a pipelined
optical bus, an LARPBS can also be partitioned into several independent subarrays by recon guring an optical bus, and all subarrays can be used independently
for di erent computations without interference (see [12] for detailed exposition).
Due to recon gurability, an LARPBS can also be viewed as an MIMD machine.
A computation on LARPBS is a sequence of alternate global communication
and local computation steps. The time complexity of an algorithm is measured
in terms of the total number of bus cycles in all the communication steps, as long
as the time of the local computation steps between successive communication
steps is bounded by a constant.
A rich set of basic communication, data movement, and aggregation operations on the LARPBS model implemented using the coincident pulse processor
addressing technique [1] have been developed [8, 12]. The following primitive operations on LARPBS are used in this paper, and our algorithms are described
using these operations as building blocks.
One-to-One Communication. Processor Pik sends a value to Pjk , for all 1 
k  q simultaneously.
Multiple Multicasting. Assume that we have g disjoint groups of destination
processors Gk and g senders Pik , where 1  k  g. Processor Pik broadcasts
a value to all the processors in Gk , for all 1  k  g simultaneously.
Global Aggregation. Suppose processor Pj holds a value vj , 1  j  p. We
need to calculate the summation v1 + v2 +    + vp , which is saved in P1 .
It is assumed that the vj 's are integers or oating-point values with nite
magnitude and precision, or boolean values (where + is replaced by logical
operations). 1
1

It has been a common practice in algorithm analysis to assume that a single manipulation takes constant time. This essentially implies that numerical values have
nite magnitude and precision; otherwise, a manipulation either takes non-constant
time or requires extra hardware support. Therefore, our assumption in the global
aggregation operation is quite reasonable.

All these communication, data movement, and global aggregation primitives
can be performed on an LARPBS in constant number of bus cycles [8, 12]. We
would like to point out that if each value is replaced by a block of s data, the
execution time of the above primitive operations is simply increased to O(s) by
executing an operation for s times.
The above primitive operations can be directly used for some basic matrix
manipulations. For instance, one-to-one communication can be used for transposing a matrix. We divide an N  N matrix A = (aij )N N into submatrices
A = (Aij )pppp , where each submatrix Aij is of size N=pp  N=pp. Assume
that A is stored in a p-processor LARPBS
in the row-major order, that is, Aij
is hold by P(i,1)pp+j , for all 1  i; j  pp. By using one-to-one communication
with blocks of data of size s = N 2 =p, processor
P(i,1)pp+j sends Aij to processor
P(j,1)pp+i simultaneously for all 1  i; j  pp.
Theorem 1. Transposing
an N  N matrix can be done on a p-processor
LARPBS in O(N 2 =p) time. Our implementation for matrix transposition is fully
scalable.
The aggregation operation can be used to calculate the summation of N
vectors. Given N N -dimensional vectors vi = (vi1 , vi2 , ..., viN ), where 1  i 
N , the vector chain addition problem is to calculate v = (v1 ; v2 ; :::; vN ), where
vj = v1j + v2j +    + vNj , for all 1  j  N . By using one-to-one communication
and the global aggregation operation, it is known [9] that the summation of q N dimensional vectors can be calculated in O(1) time on a qN -processor LARPBS.
If p < N , each processor holds at most dN=pe vectors. It takes O(N 2 =p) time for
each processor to compute locally the summation of the vectors it holds. Then,
the summation of the p partial sums can be obtained in O(N ) time by the p
processors. If p  N , we will assign p=N processors to each vector vi = (vi;1 , vi;2 ,
..., vi;p=N ), such that each processor holds a vector segment vi;j of size N 2 =p.
Then, the method in [9] is applied to these vector segments, and the execution
time is increased by a factor of O(N 2 =p).
Theorem 2. The summation of2 N N -dimensional vectors can be calculated on
a p-processor LARPBS in O(N =p) time. Our implementation for vector chain
addition is fully scalable.
Given N matrices A1 , A2 , ..., AN , where Ak = (a(ijk) )N N , the matrix chain
(2)
addition problem is to calculate A = (aij )N N , where aij = a(1)
ij + aij +    +
a(ijN ) , for all 1  i; j  N . By using one-to-one communication and the global
aggregation operation, it is known [9] that the summation of N s  s matrices
can be computed in O(1) time on an s2 N -processor LARPBS. If p < N , each
processor holds at most dN=pe matrices. It takes O(N 3 =p) time for each processor
to compute locally the summation of the matrices it holds. Then, the summation
of the p partial sums can be obtained in O(N 2 ) time by the p processors. If
p  N , we will assign p=N processors to each matrix Ak = (A(ijk) )pp=N pp=N
such that each processor holds a submatrix Ai;j of size (N 1:5 =pp)  (N 1:5 =pp).
Then, the method in [9] is applied to these submatrices, and the execution time
is increased by a factor of O(N 3 =p).
Theorem 3. The summation of N N  N matrices can be computed on a
p-processor LARPBS in O(N 3 =p) time. Our implementation for matrix chain
addition is fully scalable.

In [9], it is shown that by using one-to-one communication, multiple multicasting, and the global aggregation operation, the product of an N  N matrix
A = (aij )N N , and an N -dimensional vector v = (v1 , v2 , ..., vN ) can be obtained on an N 2 -processor LARPBS in O(1) ptime. It is pclear that we can divide
A = (Aij )pppp into submatrices of size
(N= p)  (N= p) and v = (v1 , v2 , ...,
p
p
v p) into vector segments of size N= p. Then, the method in [9] is applied to
these submatrices and vector segments, and the execution time is increased by
a factor of O(N 2 =p).
Theorem 4. The product of an N  N matrix and
an N -dimensional vector can
be obtained on a p-processor LARPBS in O(N 2 =p) time. Our implementation
for matrix-vector multiplication is fully scalable.

4 Matrix Multiplication, Chain Product, and Powers
Matrix multiplication is de nitely the most important subproblem in many other
matrix manipulations. A number of parallel matrix multiplication algorithms
have been developed on LARPBS [8, 10]. The following most noteworthy result,
which leads to fast and scalable algorithms for many matrix operations, was
shown in [7].
Theorem 5. For all 1  p  N , multiplying two N  N matrices can be
performed on a p-processor LARPBS in
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Tmm(N; p) = O Np + pN2= log p
time. In particular, multiplying two N N matrices can be performed in O(log N )
time on an LARPBS with N processors. Our implementation for matrix multiplication is scalable for p = O(N =(log N ) =( ,2) ).
The last statement in the above theorem needs explanation. Assume that p =
N =(log N ) : Then, Tmm(N; p) = O((log N ) + (log N )1+2 = ): It is clear that
when  1+2 = , i.e.,  =( , 2), the rst term dominates Tmm(N; p). That
is, Tmm(N; p) = O(N =p), which results in linear speedup and cost-optimality.
Given N matrices A1 , A2 , ..., AN of size N  N , the matrix chain product
problem is to compute A1  A2    AN . Given an N  N matrix A, the matrix
powers problem is to calculate the rst N powers of A, i.e., A, A2 , A3 , ..., AN .
For both problems, the sequential time complexity is O(N +1 ).
Based on Theorem 5, the following result has been established in [6].
Theorem 6. For all 1  p  N +1=2, the product of N matrices of size N  N
can be computed on a p-processor LARPBS in

 +1

2(1+1= )
Tchain(N; p) = O N p + N p2= log Np + (log N )2
time. In particular, the product of N matrices of size N  N can be computed in
O((log N )2 ) time on an LARPBS with N +1 =(log N ) =2 processors. Our implementation for matrix chain product is scalable for p = O(N +1 =(log N ) =( ,2) ).
For matrix powers, the following result has been established in [6].

Theorem 7. For all 1  p  N

+1 , the rst N powers of an N  N matrix can
be computed on a p-processor LARPBS in

 +1

2(1+1= )
Tpower (N; p) = O N p + N p2= log p + log N log p
time. Consequently, the rst N powers of an N  N matrix can be computed
in O((log N )2 ) time on an LARPBS with N +1 =(log N ) =2 processors. Our implementation for matrix powers is scalable for p = O(N +1 =(log N ) =( ,2) ).

5 Inversion of Lower and Upper Triangular Matrices

Let A be an N  N lower triangular matrix that is invertible, i.e., all the elements
on A's main diagonal are nonzeros.
h A 0Wei partition A into four submatrices of
equal size N=2  N=2, A = A13 A2 : Since A1 and A2 are also invertible
"
#
,
1
A
0
1
lower triangular matrices, we have A,1 =
: Therefore,

,A,2 1 A3 A,1 1 A,2 1

A,,11 can be,obtained
by inverting A1 and A2 recursively, and then multiplying
A1 and A2 1 with A3 . Similarly, if A is an N  N upper triangular matrix
that his invertible,
i we partition A into four submatrices of equal size N=2  N=2,
A
A
1
3
A = 0 A2 : Then, A1 and A2 are also invertible upper triangular matrices,
" ,1
#
,1 A3 A,1
A
,
A
,
1
1
1
2
and A = 0
: The above discussion yields the following
A,1
2

method for inverting a lower (upper) triangular matrix.

A Method for Lower (Upper) Triangular Matrix Inversion.
(1) Recursively calculate
A,1 1 and A,2 1 ;
,
1
,
(2) Compute ,A2 A3 A1 1 (,A,1 1 A3A,2 1 ) by using the matrix multiplication
algorithm MM.

This method reduces the lower/upper triangular matrix inversion problem
to matrix multiplication. Without loss of generality, we assume that N = 2n is
a power of two. The recursion can be unwound into n + 1 iterations, such that a
sequence of matrices A0 , A1 , A2 , ..., An are calculated. Initially, A0 is obtained
from A by inverting the elements on the main diagonal. This is the base of
the recursion. In general, Ak is obtained from Ak,1 by further calculating 2n,k
submatrices of size 2k,1 , where 1  k  n. Finally,PAnn = A,1 . The above
method P
implies that the sequential time complexity is k=1 2n,k O((2k,1 ) ) =
n 2( ,1)k ) = O(2n,  2( ,1)(n+1) ) = O(2n ,1 ) = O(N ), which is
n
,
O(2
k=1
the same as matrix multiplication. We need to develop scalable parallelization
of the above method for the number of processors p in the range [1::N ].
It is clear that in calculating Ak , 1  k  n, there are 2n,k submatrices of
size 2k,1 that can be computed in parallel, and each requires only two matrix

multiplications. To calculate Ak , an LARPBS with p processors is recon gured
into 2n,k subarrays for 2n,k simultaneous invocation of submatrix multiplications. To this end, certain data movements are required such that the entries of
a submatrix are packed together. Fortunately, the communication patterns for
this purpose are quite regular. If the p processors are evenly distributed to the
k ,1
n,k
2n,k subarrays, the time complexity for computing A
Pkn is Tmm(2k,1 ; p=2n,k ),
this gives the overall time complexity Ttri(N; p) = k=1 Tmm(2 ; p=2 ):
The following result is obtained by algebraic manipulations (see the complete
version of the paper). Compared to matrix multiplication, our implementation
only introduces a small overhead.
Theorem 8. For all 1  p  N , the inverse of a lower/upper triangular matrix
can be calculated by a p-processor LARPBS in

N

2
N
p
Ttri(N; p) = O p + p2= log p + log N log N

time. In particular, the inverse of a lower/upper triangular matrix can be calculated in O((log N )2 ) time on an LARPBS with N =(log N ) =2 processors.
Our implementation for lower/upper triangular matrix inversion is scalable for
p = O(N =(log N ) =( ,2) ).

6 Determinants, Characteristic Polynomials, and Ranks
Let the determinant of a matrix A be denoted by det(A). The characteristic
polynomial of a matrix A is de ned as A () = det(IN , A) = N + c1 N ,1 +
c2 N ,2 +    + cN ,1  + cN ; where IN is the N  N identity matrix. The trace
tr(A) of a matrix A = (aij )N N is the sum of the entries on A's main diagonal,
i.e., tr(A) = a11 + a22 +    + aNN .
The following classical result is the basis of a parallel algorithm for obtaining
A () and det(A).
Leverrier's Lemma. The coecients c1, c2, ..., cN of the characteristic polynomial of a matrix A satisfy
2 c 3 2 s 3
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and sk = tr(Ak ), for all 1  k  N .

sN ,1 sN ,2 sN ,3   

s1

N

Based on Leverrier's Lemma, Csanky devised the following method for calculating the characteristic polynomial of a matrix A [3]. Since A (0) = det(,A) =
cN , i.e., det(A) = (,1)N cN , this algorithm can also be used to calculate det(A).

Csanky's Strategy for Characteristic Polynomial.
(1) Calculate A2, A3, A4 , ..., AN ;

(2) Calculate
sk = tr(Ak ), for all 1  k  N ;
,
1
(3) Find S , where S is the lower triangular matrix in Leverrier's Lemma;
(4) Calculate the matrix-vector product S ,1[s1; s2; :::; sN ]T to obtain c1 , c2, ...,
cN .

Step (1) involves the calculation of the rst N powers of A (Theorem 7).
Step (2) can be implemented using the aggregation operation plus certain data
movements. Step (3) invokes the lower triangular matrix inversion algorithm
(Theorem 8). Finally, Step (4) is a matrix-vector multiplication (Theorem 4). It
is clear that the time complexity of Csanky's method is dominated by Step (1).
Theorem 9. For all 1  p  N +1, the characteristic polynomial of an N  N
matrix can be obtained on a p-processor LARPBS in

N


2(1+1= )
N
Tpoly (N; p) = O p + p2= log p + log N log p
time. In particular, the characteristic polynomial of an N  N matrix can be
obtained in O((log N )2 ) time on an LARPBS with N +1 =(log N ) =2 processors.
Our implementation for characteristic polynomial is scalable for p = O(N +1 =
(log N ) =( ,2) ).
+1

Theorem 10. For all 1  p  N

+1 , the determinant of an N  N matrix can
be obtained on a p-processor LARPBS in

N


2(1+1= )
N
Tdet(N; p) = O p + p2= log p + log N log p
time. Consequently, the determinant of an N  N matrix can be obtained in
O((log N )2 ) time on an LARPBS with N +1 =(log N ) =2 processors. Our implementation for determinant is scalable for p = O(N +1 =(log N ) =( ,2) ).
The rank of a matrix A, rank(A), is the number of nonzero rows (or columns)
in the row-reduced (or column-reduced) echelon form of A. It is well known that
rank(A) = rank(AT A), where AT is the transpose of A (or conjugate transpose of
A for complex matrices), and AT A is similar to a diagonal matrix whose elements
are the roots of the characteristic polynomial AT A (). Therefore, rank(A) is the
number of nonzero roots of AT A (). This leads to the following algorithm for
nding rank(A) [4].
+1

An Algorithm for Calculating Matrix Rank.
(1) Get the matrix AT A;
(2) Calculate AT A() = c0N + c1N ,1 + c2N ,2 +    + cN ,1 + cN ;
(3) Find rank(A) = N , i, where i, 0  i  N , is the largest integer such that
cN ,i =
6 0, and cN ,i+1 = cN ,i+2 =    = cN = 0.
In the above algorithm, Step (1) performs a matrix transposition (Theorem 1)
and a matrix multiplication (Theorem 5). Step (2) invokes Csanky's method for

computing characteristic polynomial (Theorem 9). Step (3) can be implemented
in O(N=p) time by simple data testing, comparison, and movement.
Theorem 11. For all 1  p  N +1, the rank of an N  N matrix can be
obtained on a p-processor LARPBS in




+1 N 2(1+1= )
N
Trank(N; p) = O p + p2= log p + log N log p
time. Consequently, the rank of an N  N matrix can be obtained in O((log N )2 )
time on an LARPBS with N +1 =(log N ) =2 processors. Our implementation for
matrix rank is scalable for p = O(N +1 =(log N ) =( ,2) ).

7 Inversion of Arbitrary Matrices
Inverting an arbitrary matrix A is closely related to the calculation of the characteristic polynomial A (), as revealed by the following well known theorem
from linear algebra.
Cayley-Hamilton Theorem. Let A() = N + c1N ,1 + c2N ,2 +    +
cN ,1  + cN be the characteristic polynomial of matrix A. Then A (A) = AN +
c1 AN ,1 + c2 AN ,2 +    + cN ,1 A + cN A0 is the N  N zero matrix.
Cayley-Hamilton Theorem implies that A(AN ,1 + c1AN ,2 + c2 AN ,3 +    +
cN ,1 IN ) = ,cN IN : Hence, the inverse of a matrix A can be calculated using the
following identity, A,1 = ,(1=cN )(AN ,1 + c1 AN ,2 + c2 AN ,3 +    + cN ,2 A +
cN ,1 IN ): Csanky's method for calculating matrix inversion can be described as
follows [3].

Csanky's Strategy for Matrix Inversion.
(1) Calculate the characteristic polynomial of A, that is, c1, c2, ..., cN ;
(2) Compute A,1 by using the above identity.
The time complexity of Step (1) is given in Theorem 9. Step (2) involves the
computation of the rst N powers of A (Theorem 7) and matrix chain addition
(Theorem 3). Hence, we have the following result.
Theorem 12. For all 1  p  N +1, the inverse of an N  N matrix can be
obtained on a p-processor LARPBS in

N


2(1+1= )
N
Tinverse(N; p) = O p + p2= log p + log N log p
time. Consequently, the inverse of an N N matrix can be obtained in O((log N )2 )
time on an LARPBS with N +1 =(log N ) =2 processors. Our implementation for
matrix inversion is scalable for p = O(N +1 =(log N ) =( ,2) ).
+1

8 Linear Systems of Equations
Let A be a nonsingular N  N matrix (aij )N N , and b = (b1 ; b2 ; :::; bN )T be an
N -dimensional vector. The problem of solving a linear system of equations is to
nd a vector x = (x1 ; x2 ; :::; xN )T such that Ax = b. It is clear that x = A,1 b,

i.e., solving the above linear system of equations can be accomplished by a matrix
inversion (Theorem 12) and a matrix-vector multiplication (Theorem 4).
Theorem 13. For all 1  p  N +1, a linear system of equations Ax = b can
be solved on a p-processor LARPBS in

 +1

2(1+1= )
Tequation(N; p) = O N p + N p2= log p + log N log p
time. Consequently, a linear system of equations Ax = b can be solved in
O((log N )2 ) time on an LARPBS with N +1 =(log N ) =2 processors. Our implementation for solving a linear system of equations is scalable for p = O(N +1 =
(log N ) =( ,2) ).
Let kj = Aj b; where 0  j  N , 1. Then, the matrix K (A; b; N ) =
[b; Ab; A2 b; :::; AN ,1 b] is called the Krylov matrix de ned by the matrix A, the
vector b, and the integer N . By Cayley-Hamilton Theorem, we have AN b +
c1 AN ,1 b + c2 AN ,2 b +    + cN ,1 Ab + cN b = 0; that is, A(AN ,1 b + c1 AN ,2 b +
c2 AN ,3 b +    + cN ,1 b) = ,cN b; which implies that x = ,(1=cN )kN ,1 ,
(c1 =cN )kN ,2 , (c2 =cN )kN ,3 ,    , (cN ,1 =cN )k0 : In other words, x is a linear
combination of the column vectors of the Krylov matrix K (A; b; N ). Thus, we
can rst calculate the rst N powers of A (Theorem 7), and then compute the
Krylov matrix K (A; b; N ) using matrix-vector multiplication (Theorem 4). Once
K (A; b; N ) is available, x can be obtained via vector chain addition (Theorem
2). This proves the following result.
Theorem 14. For all 1  p  N +1 , the Krylov matrix de ned by the matrix
A, the vector b, and the integer N , can be calculated on a p-processor LARPBS
in
 N +1

2(1+1= )
N
TKrylov (N; p) = O p + 2= log p + log N log p

p

time. Consequently, the Krylov matrix can be calculated in O((log N )2 ) time on
an LARPBS with N +1 =(log N ) =2 processors. Our implementation for Krylov
matrix is scalable for p = O(N +1 =(log N ) =( ,2) ).

9 LU- and QR-Factorizations

The LU-factors of matrix A contain a nonsingular lower triangular matrix L
and a nonsingular upper triangular matrix U such that A = LU . Suppose that
the LU-factors
h A Aof Ai exist.
h L We divide
i hAU, L, and
iU into N=2  N=2 blocks as
0
U
11
12
11
11
12
follows: A21 A22 = L21 L22  0 U22 : The above identity implies
that A11 = L11 U11 , A12 = L11 U12 , A21 = L21 U11 , A22 = L21 U12 + L22 U22 .

Pan's Method for LU-Factorization [11].

(1) Compute A,111 ; ,1
(2) Calculate X1 = A11 A12, X2 = A21A,111 , and X3 = A21A,111 A12;
(3) Set X4 = A22 , X3; (It can be veri ed that X4 = L22U22.)
(4) Recursively LU-factorize A11 to get L11 and U11, and recursively LU-factorize
X4 to get L22 and U22 ;
(5) Calculate
L21 = X2 L11 , and U12 = U11 X1 .
If T (N ) is the sequential time complexity of the above method, then we have
T (N ) = 2T (N=2) + O((N=2) +1 ): It can be veri ed that T (N ) = O(N +1 ).
Let TLU(N; p) be the parallel time complexity of the above algorithm on an
LARPBS. Then TLU (N; p) = TLU(N=2; p=2) + Tinverse(N=2; p) + 5Tmm(N=2; p):
The following result is obtained by algebraic manipulations (see the complete
version of the paper).
Theorem 15. For all 1  p  N +1 , LU-factorization of an N  N matrix can
be performed on a p-processor LARPBS in

N


2(1+1= )
N
3
TLU (N; p) = O p + p2= log p + (log N ) :
time. Consequently, LU-factorization of an N  N matrix can be performed in
O((log N )3 ) time on an LARPBS with N +1 =(log N ) processors. Our implementation for LU-factorization is scalable for p = O(N +1 =(log N ) =( ,2) ).
+1

(The part for QR-factorization is omitted due to space limitation.)
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